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THE PROJECT
AUDIOVISUAL INTEGRATION HARD ROCK HOTEL IBIZA

The leading hotel chain Hard Rock Hotels, approached Ditec Comunicaciones, for a 
integrated audiovisual solution to their first hotel in Europe. Thorough discovery and 
project planning we ensured all technology chosen for the spaces both met the needs of 
the facility and were fully tested and integrated within the tight time line of 8 months. 

“The Sound of Your Stay” One of the key characteristics of the brand is their reverence 
for music. To met special requirements of the customer we delivered a comprehensive 
and intelligent hotel sound solution. 

THE SOUND OF YOUR STAY 

Restaurants and Bars 

Pool and park area 

SPA 

Children 
Entertainment 

Convention 
Center Outdoor areas 

Immersive sound experiences - surrounded by sound 



01 SOUND DESIGN
INTELLIGENT HOTEL SOUND RESTAURANT, BAR AND LOBBY

MAXIMUM SOUND QUALITY 

JBL Control SB210. Speaker subraves 
two membranes 10”. 

HIGH QUALITY 
SOUND 

A complete, flexible,high quality music and voice solution. 
A fitting atmosphere for a venue is the result of delicate composition 
where the right lighting, temperature, colors and sounds all 
complement each other. 



02 SOUND DESIGN
INTELLIGENT HOTEL SOUND POOL AND SPA AREA

UNDERWATER SOUND SOLUTIONS 

Immersion of surround sound 

Special Speaker 
Audac SSP500 for 
saunas, supports 
high levels of 
humidity and 
temperature up to 
100 degrees. Power 
of 20 watts.

Maximum resistance against 
high temperature and 

humidity 

AQUARMONY -
Loudspeaker 
underwater music 
and voice to spread 
under the gua and 
creating a magical 
and different 
atmosphere.



03 SOUND DESIGN
INTELLIGENT HOTEL SOUND POOL AND SPA AREA

OUTDOOR AREA SOUND SOLUTIONS

Weatherproof 
speaker 
system IP66.

Average power and 
and great sound 
quality. 

Ideal solution for wall 
mount, vertical and 
horizontal orientation. 

Weather proof. 
Weather resistance.



04 SOUND DESIGN
INTELLIGENT HOTEL SOUND ENTERTAINMENT

SOUND FOR STAGE PERFORMANCE WITH ENHANCED 
SOUND QUALITY

The music and entertainment scene in Ibiza is ranked as one of the 
best in the world and Hard Rock is a universal reference. 

In its first year, Hard Rock Hotel Ibiza hosted the most famous international artists like 
Kilye Minogue, Snoop Dog, Robin Thicke.  

The sound solution for stage performances needed to be state of the art technology. 

Sound that moves



05 SOUND CONTROL
ADVANCED CONTROL AUDIO MANAGEMENT

ADVANCED PROCESSING AND CONTROL

Sound control for a hotel of this size , may seem a difficult task, but it 
is not. The user has a simple and intuitive control of each zone, can 
adjust the styles and levels depending on the needs of the moment. 

The MusicBox own style allows the control and the level of music depending on the day 
and time. After setting these values , user intervention is minimal.  

Sound management is performed with processors BSS Audio. There has been integrated 
a monitoring interface hosted on a computer touch screen to control each zone. The 
user can select which music style to assign to each zone and level. Moreover, in areas 
such as the Spa , which require special and intimate musical atmosphere , they were 
installed control keypads that allow staff to adjust the level of the music depending on 
the type of treatment. 

Control the style and level of music 
depending on the day and time.

The user can select which music style to assign 
to each zone and level.

Minimal user intervention.

SOUND    CONTROL



06 ENTERTAINMENT
AUDIOVISUAL INTEGRATION DIGITAL MEETING SPACES

MEETING SPACES - DIGITAL AND INTERACTIVE

Convention Center - Audiovisual Integration 

Instalaciones audiovisuales en Centro de Convenciones  

• 700 square metres meeting space 
• High end technology 
• Projection Screens 
• Fully adjustable lighting 
• Bafles and microphone systems 

Wireless Microphones 

Integration of wireless microphone in the 
convention center, offering good coverage 
and allow proper operation of the Diversity 
system. The Diversity system ensures 
perfect signal integrity, ensuring that the 
signal is not getting lost at any time. 

Digital Quality 
Switchers were installed three inputs, 2 HDMI and 1 VGA, with twisted pair 
transmitter brand Electronics 
Extron	DTP	233.	T	USW	is	able	to	increase	the	number	of	inputs	and	reduce	the	
necessary	wiring,	and	ensure	the	integrity	and	signal	quality	



INTEGRATING A COMPREHENSIVE AND INTELLIGENT HOTEL 

SOUND SOLUTION
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